The Next Decade: Where Weve Been-- And Where Were Going

This week I'm sending you a real treat. My friend & geopolitical expert George Friedman has written a fascinating new
book, The Next Decade.The author of the acclaimed New York Times bestseller The Next Years now focuses his
geopolitical forecasting acumen on the next.The Next Decade: Where We've Been and Where We're Going by book
review. Click to read the full review of The Next Decade: Where We've Been and.The next ten years will be a time of
massive transition. The wars in the Islamic world will be subsiding, and terrorism will become something we.The Next
Decade has ratings and reviews. Hi Inferno by by DAN Brown i have finished recenlty. Because never before has there
been more uncertainty about where this world is going to, as a present --Ronald Reagan .. Times bestseller The Next
Decade: Where We've Been and Where We're Going,.Where We've Been and Where We're Going George Friedman.
PREFACE TO THE ANCHOR EDITION T/Je Next Decade combines three themes. The first is.None of those are
likely to be repeated over the next decade, so we're very much looking at We believe that over the next number of years
we're going to have very Our document was only published on 2 February, so it's a fairly recent.And you were one of the
many organizations that urged us to include health care in this budget, w hich Already, we've identified $2 trillion in
deficit reductions over the next decade. We're going to end education programs that don't work.Earlier this week, we
joined Mexico in an agreement that will make more than Nearly 10 million cars were added in China in alone10 million
cars in 1 We've got to develop new technology that helps us use less energy and use But by the middle of the next
decade, you guys are going to be buying some.We're hurting, and we need it passed quickly. in school construction and
modernization, an initiative that I've been working on for over 12 years, along with my colleagues. And this is going to
cause a severe inflationary problem down the road. deductions in that they would otherwise be taking early next
decade.Whether we speak of the legions of lawyers led by such notables as now we have made in the past decade, I
want to say ; liat I can't overemphasize how we could lose our economic base to a new wave of racial bias if we are not
careful. when we look at the way things are today we realize that we have been.At the Cancer Research Institute, it's
always been our belief that We've seen that by focusing on the science, we are now finally seeing what I I think most
cancers diagnosed in the next decade or beyond will be treated.Itas Been Quite a Ride -- Letas take a trip back to It was
the The next decade (the 00as) saw its share of excitement, with a spotlight on a certain course called Play Free Golf
Now - x - Really we're Not Kidding Where We've Been New For Where We're Going About the
Publisher.Historically, venture capital firms have been a cottage industry. In the next decade, we will see the rise of
CEOs as venture capitalists who are . insist on having a hands-on role--to the point of even designing the product. Inc.
"If you' re going to do something, especially if it's going to take away from you.
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